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Abstract
Ever-increasing interest in millimeter-wave and terahertz spectrum has prompted
research and development of novel passive components working at these frequencies.
Compared with the conventional planar components, non-planar dielectric devices
become more attractive as frequencies increase due to their higher quality factors
and dimensional tolerances. In this thesis, we present fast methods to analyze the
millimeter-wave dielectric resonator and rod antenna.
First, an analytical method has been developed to evaluate resonant frequencies,
quality factors of the Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) disk resonators and also
the resonator-waveguide coupling. A numerical solver based on full-wave finite
element method is implemented to verify the analytical result. This analytical
model provides a solution for fast design and optimization of WGM resonators in
filter and sensor applications.
Secondly, a fast analytical approach based on local mode theory is introduced to
calculate the radiation from tapered dielectric rod antenna. This efficient approxi-
mate model consumes much less computing resources and time, and demonstrates
good agreements with full-wave numerical results. It supplies a quantitative way
to understand the radiation mechanism and interaction between different parts of
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Communication devices and systems at the millimeter-wave (mmW) range of fre-
quencies (30-300GHz) are active research areas which have been applied to military
terrestrial communication systems, sub-mmW imaging, high sensitivity sensor, and
collision avoidance radar. Compared to devices at microwave frequency, mmW
components are smaller which enables a traveling wave antenna having a featured
size of several wavelengths [73]. Millimeter waves are also more sensitive to tiny
objects due to smaller wavelengths, which have found important applications in
imaging systems and biosensors. At this range of frequencies, guided-wave device
configurations are versatile, which can be non-planar or planar, dielectric-based or
metal-based. However, the conventional planar technologies suffer from skin-depth
effect as the frequency becomes higher. This effect will degrade the component qual-
ity factor and increase insertion loss in the system. As a result, non-planar devices
based on dielectric waveguides, inherently low-loss, attract considerable attentions
especially for high-Q application. Many passive mmW dielectric components were
proposed as building-blocks for mmW integrated circuits. Among them, dielectric
waveguides, e.g. dielectric image line [75], NRD guide [90] and rectangular waveg-
uide [39], are the most fundamental components being used. As natural extensions
to these dielectric waveguides, high-gain efficient traveling-wave dielectric radia-
tors including uniform rods [58], tapered rods [73] and tapered image lines [71, 21]
have also been proposed. These dielectric rod antennas are good candidates for
high gain satellite communication and more recently for the high-speed wireless
transceivers at 60GHz [32]. In addition to the dielectric waveguides and rod anten-
nas, dielectric resonators (DR) are also critical components in many mmW circuits.
Compared with DRs working with lower-order modes, the oversized dielectric res-
onators using their Whispering Gallery modes [79], remain less explored. However,
they have recently found interesting applications in high-Q bandstop filters [35],
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spectroscopy measurements [4] and sensors [59]. As a combination of the afore-
mentioned components, a sample fully-dielectric system comprising low loss image
waveguides, integrated a tapered rod lens antenna, and an oversized disk resonator
filter is shown in Figure 1.1. As is also illustrated, a broadband and low loss copla-
nar waveguide to dielectric waveguide transition is important in a passive dielectric
system packaging with active solid state devices. The design and optimization of
each component using full-wave electromagnetic solvers will be inefficient due to
their relatively large sizes. Fast analyzing methods are in demand not only for
enabling faster designs but also for providing the underlying working mechanism.
Figure 1.1: A mmW quasi-optical dielectric system consisting of lens antenna and
disk resonator filter fed from coplanar waveguide
1.2 Outline
The objective of this thesis is to present fast methods for analyzing the two key com-
ponents shown in Figure 1.1, the oversized disk resonator working with Whispering
Gallery Modes and the tapered dielectric rod antenna.
In Chapter 2, we describe the proposed analytical model for WGM resonator by
giving the predicted resonance frequencies for various kinds of the WGM resonators
and their quality factors at resonance. A finite element method based numerical
solver is implemented and its results are verified with the analytical results. In
the last section, a coupled mode formulation is given for calculating waveguide-
resonator coupling.
2
Chapter 3 provides an analytical model for circular dielectric tapered rod antenna.
The calculated radiation patterns are compared with the numerical simulation and
those in the literature. A discussion of optimal taper profiles and their design
guidelines are presented. Finally, a phase-center analysis is supplied to help the
integration of the tapered rod with lens antenna.






Whispering Gallery mode (WGM) was first named by Lord Rayleigh after the Whis-
pering Gallery at St. Paul’s Church in London [65]. The high-Q WGM resonator
is becoming an active research topic [82, 81, 54]. These resonators, in the shape of
sphere, disk and ring, are widely used in millimeter-wave and optical devices such
as sensors [46, 14], filters [50, 18, 35] , material characterizations and spectroscopy
[43, 4], delay lines [52], microwave receivers [31] and microcavity lasers [55, 7].
Spherical WGM resonators, mostly used at optical frequencies, are relatively well-
understood due to the existence of rigorous solutions for these WGMs by the series
expansion [12, 54, 51]. On the other hand, the planar WGM resonators, whose ma-
chining is actually easier at mmW range, remain less explored due to the absence of
rigorous analytical solutions. Full-wave numerical techniques are therefore applied
to analyze these planar resonators. Making use of the rotational symmetry of these
resonators, computational methods such as Finite Different Time Domain (FDTD)
[77, 49] , Finite Element Method (FEM) [48] and radial Mode Matching Method [17]
for body of revolution (BOR) are applied to evaluate the WGM resonant eigenmode
fields and frequencies. However, all the rigorous numerical methods are computa-
tionally complex, which limits their application in fast design and optimization. To
overcome this difficulty, approximate models such as Dielectric Waveguide Model
(DWM) [34, 37] and Effective Dielectric Constant (EDC) method [56] have been
proposed to calculate the resonance frequencies of dielectric resonators (DR) with
much less computational burden and fairly accurate results. Nevertheless, these
analytical models were originally reported to calculate the resonance frequencies of
low-order modes in DR for DR filter and DR antenna (DRA) applications. Tobar
et al. [79] extended the DWM to characterize the resonance frequencies of WGM in
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a single-layered disk resonator. Further, Peng proposed a similar analytical method
by alternating the dispersion equation in axial direction to characterize the axially
stacked double disk resonator [64]. In the first section of this chapter, the resonance
frequency analysis by DWM for the layered WGM disk is reviewed and novel study
for ring resonator is presented.
Other than the resonance frequency of WGM, the quality factor at resonance is
also a crucial parameter in most of the applications [37]. The quality factor can
be categorized into three parts associated with dielectric, radiation and conduction
losses, respectively. The radiation loss, also called whispering gallery loss, is the
intrinsic loss in WGM resonators owing to the tunneling energies leak from the
curved surface as a ray-optics explanation [51]. To estimate this loss, many meth-
ods are proposed, such as the WKB method based on conformal transformation
[9, 18], direct complex roots of dispersion equation [69, 57, 29] and the volume
current method [45, 51]. Even so, the WKB method solves only the scalar wave
equation which assumes the mode is either TE or TM while WG modes are hybrid
modes. This scalar approximation is only valid when the mode is weakly guided.
The direct complex root method gives the complex resonance frequencies of a 2D
infinite cylinder while the disk resonator in our problem is 3D. The volume current
method is valid for 3D structures and is therefore adopted in our analysis. Approx-
imate expressions for dielectric loss and conduction quality factor for WGM disk
resonator are also introduced in the second section of this chapter. The analysis is
based on the fields obtained from DWM and perturbation theory. The results are
shown to be useful in design and analysis of WGM resonators for applications like
pharmaceutical tablet sensors and dielectric constant measurement [43].
In addition to the analysis done for an isolated WGM resonator, an excitation
mechanism for the resonator is necessary. Among a variety of excitation methods
[54], the use of a dielectric waveguide evanescent coupler is the most popular ways,
which is becoming an important building-block for large scale photonic circuits [51,
50]. Knowing the coupling coefficient between the waveguide and resonator, we can
estimate the coupling quality factor which is very useful in our sensor analysis [59].
Coupled Mode Theory (CMT) has been successfully used to study the wave coupling
phenomenon in guided-wave optics [53, 88, 28]. Recently, CMT has been applied
to investigate the coupling between 2D WGM in a cylinder and a slab waveguide
[69], the coupling of a ring resonator and a rectangular waveguide [50], and the
coupling of a spherical resonator and a tapered optical fiber [23, 51]. Simple straight
waveguide field distributions are used in [50] to evaluate the overlapped integral in
CMT which neglect the perturbation of modes due to the finite bending curvature in
ring resonator. Here, we present a study as an extension to the work done by Little
et al. [51] to analyze the coupling from a dielectric rectangular-core waveguide to
a WGM disk resonator. In our analysis, field distributions approximated by DWM
are used to evaluate the overlapped integral.
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2.2 Resonance Frequency Analysis
The WGMs in layered disk resonator are closely related to the higher-order modes
in circular rod waveguide [83]. Therefore, this section starts from revisiting the
higher-order hybrid modes in circular rod.
2.2.1 Higher-Ordered Hybrid Modes in a Circular Dielectric
Waveguide
The 2D Whispering Gallery modes in an infinitely long circular dielectric waveguide
are essentially the higher-order hybrid modes (HEM) of the dielectric waveguide
[83]. Ez and Hz fields in a rod with symmetric axis along z satisfy the scalar
Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinates {ρ, φ, z}, whose solutions are Bessel
functions. All the other field components can be derived from Ez and Hz. A



































































where k2ρ = εrk20 − k2z
Using the above expressions and applying boundary conditions on the core-cladding
interface, the famous transcendental equation [61] for determining the kz − k0 dis-
























































where kz is the waveguide propagation constant in axial direction, k0 is the free
space wave number, εr is the dielectric constant of filling material and u = kρ1a






k2z − k20 (2.3)
Jn (·) and Kn (·) are the n-th order Bessel function of the first kind and modified
Bessel function of the second kind, respectively. J ′n (·), K ′n (·) are the derivatives of
Bessel functions with respect to the argument. Their recurrence relationships are
shown in (A.1) and (A.3).
It is clear from Equation (2.2) the axial wave numbers kz and k0 are coupled to-
gether. To have guided modes, the kz should satisfy that k0 ≤ kz ≤
√
εk0. For
the region kz < k0 which means the guided modes are below cut-off, and radia-
tion modes exist. Propagation constants of radiation modes belong to a continuous
spectrum whose dispersion equation is different from (2.1). However, dispersion
equation (2.1) can be solved for propagation constants k̃z of leaky modes. These
k̃z are complex numbers and they are shown as k̃z = kzr − jkzi having kzr < k0.
Here, kzr and kzi are both positive real number. Proper square root branch in (2.3)
should be chosen to maintain a proper leaky mode. That is
k̃ρ1 =
√
k20εr − k2z = kρ1r + jkρ1i
α̃ρ =
√
k2z − k20 = −αρr + jαρi
where αρr and αρi are both positive real number. This consideration should be
taken into account when implementing a numerical root searching procedure for
(2.1).
Interestingly, in the limit of kz → 0, the Ez and Hz of the hybrid mode are decoupled
as a direct result from Maxwell’s equation. With kz = 0, the wave solutions are
therefore uniform in the z direction and the problem is reduced in dimension. In
this scenario, the TM mode with Ez is named WGH mode, and the TE mode with
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Hz is named WGE mode. The left-hand side of Equation (2.1) reduces to zero and
hence the dispersion equation is separated into two individual equations for each
of the modes [82, 5, 69]






















εrk0a and v0 = k0a. In order to satisfy the above transcendental
equation and radiation boundary condition, the solutions k0 should be in the com-
plex plane which means the resonance frequencies are complex and the waves are
leaky in the isolated resonator. This is the leaky mode solution of Equation (2.1)
in the limit of kz = 0.
Equation (2.1) and (2.4) are solved numerically and the results are displayed in
Figure 2.1. It is clearly demonstrated that the leaky mode in this case is the
analytical continuation of guided mode under cut-off (under the light line). The
complex resonance frequency solved from (2.4) is a special case for leaky mode with
kz = 0.









Light line: kz = k0
Guided Mode HE10,1
Leaky Mode
33.01 + j8.23 × 10−7GHz Solution of 2D WGH Mode
Figure 2.1: Propagation constants varies with frequencies for the lowest guided
mode and leaky mode of a circular waveguide with n = 10, εr = 14.8 and radius
a = 5mm.
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2.2.2 Dielectric Waveguide Model
Dielectric Waveguide Model (DWM) has been proposed in [34] to analytically pre-
dict the resonance frequencies of a dielectric resonator (DR). It is a simple extension
of the Marcatili’s method [53] which has been successfully used to find the propa-
gation constants of a dielectric waveguide with rectangular cross-section.
The basic idea of DWM and Marcatili’s method is to reduce the dimensions of the
object under investigation and obtain the approximate boundary condition of a
simplified geometry. In this fashion, two dispersion equations are obtained for the
cylindrical DR. One is along the axis of symmetry and the other is along the radial
direction. To demonstrate the method, we demonstrate the basic procedures for a
cylindrical resonator with a radius a and a thickness b on top of a ground plane
(Figure 2.2) : First, the DR is flatten as grounded radial slab waveguide with a
thickness b to obtain dispersion in axial direction which is well-known; Secondly,
the resonator is protruded in axial direction as an infinitely long cylinder to obtain
the radial boundary condition of which the dispersion equation is that (2.1) for
circular waveguide in the last section. The WGMs in an isolated disk resonator
are generally denoted as WGHn,m,l or WGEn,m,l modes [64, 5, 79]. The n, m and
l are the node numbers of field variations along the azimuthal, radial and axial
directions, respectively. WGHn,m,l mode is a quasi-TM mode and WGEn,m,l mode
is a quasi-TE mode. In DWM, their axial dispersion equations correspond to those
of the TMl mode and TEl mode in a slab waveguide, respectively. In a grounded
disk resonator (Figure 2.2), the lowest mode for a certain azimuthal number n is
WGHn,1,0 mode while the WGEn,1,0 mode is suppressed.
The dispersion equations of TM and TE modes are well-known for grounded slab








= − cot (kzb) (2.6)
where αz0 =
√
k20 (εr − 1)− k2z is the exponential decaying constant in the air
cladding of the slab waveguide modes. In DWM, we adopt these two equations for
the axial dispersion equations of WGH and WGE modes, respectively. We have
two unknowns k0 and kz in either of these two equations. It is therefore necessary
to correlate them with the radial dispersion equation solving for k0. Accordingly,
for both WGH and WGE modes, the radial dispersion equation (Equation 2.2) is
the same since that equation is universal for hybrid modes in circular waveguide.
The wave numbers k0 and hence the resonance frequencies for WGHn,m,l and
WGEn,m,l modes in a grounded disk are determined through solving the two si-















































































The above simultaneous transcendental equations can be solved numerically by
Newton-Raphson root searching method or more intuitively by finding graphically
the intersection point of the two dispersion curve shown as an example in Figure
2.3. The Ez field patterns for WGHn,1,0 of a disk resonator are plotted in Figure
2.4. The resonator parameters are εr = 14.8, a = 5mm and b = 1mm . In this





This ρc can be considered as the inner caustic of WGMn,1,0 mode. Most of the
mode energies are confined in between ρ = ρc and ρ = a in the radial direction [5].
In addition, n
a
can be given as a starting guess for solving the dispersion equation
by Newton-Raphson method.















fr = 37.829GHz for
WGH10,1,0 mode
Figure 2.3: Graphical solution of the simultaneous transcendental equations (Equa-
tion 2.7) for WGH10,1,0 mode of a disk resonator with εr = 14.8, a = 5mm and
b = 1mm.
2.2.3 Extension of DWM to the Analysis of Layered Disk
Resonator
In the previous section, DWM is applied to a single-layered disk resonator. In the
same fashion, the former procedure can be extended to calculate the resonances of
axially and radially layered structure by simply modifying corresponding dispersion
equations along the axial and radial directions, respectively. For these resonators,
we will focus on the analysis of the WGHn,1,0 modes which are usually more useful in
real applications. It should be noted that although only two-layered structures are
presented in the following analysis, the method is general and is easily extended to
analyze multilayered resonators by substituting multilayered dispersion equations.
2.2.3.1 Dispersion Equation for Axially Layered Waveguide
By applying DWM to analyze the WGHn,1,0 mode in a grounded axially two-
layered dielectric disk shown in Figure 2.5, the transcendental equation governing
kz in Equation (2.7) is now modified to be the transcendental equation of the TM
mode in a two-layered grounded slab waveguide [42] shown in Figure 2.5.
11
Figure 2.4: Ez fields patterns of WGHn,1,0 mode of a disk resonator with εr = 14.8,
a = 5mm and b = 1mm.
1− εr1kz
εrkz1













k20 (εr1 − 1)− k2z1
kz1 =
√
k2z − k20 (εr − εr1)
The two simultaneous transcendental equations governing the WGHn,m,l mode in








































The above simultaneous equations are solved and compared with the numerical and




















Figure 2.5: Axially double-layered disk resonator
points of the axial and radial transcendental equations in (2.10) is plotted in Figure
2.6. The numerical results are obtained from the eigenmode solver by a 2D Finite
Element Method for Body of Revolution (FEM BOR) which will be described in the
next section. It is demonstrated that those three sets of data agree well with each
other. It is also observed that the calculated resonance frequencies by DWM are
lower than the measured and numerical results. This behavior results from that
the DWM overestimates the field confinement and hence the effective dielectric
constant when solving the axial dispersion equation. A larger effective dielectric
constant will bring down the resonance frequency.
2.2.3.2 Dispersion Equation for Radially Layered Resonator
In the case of radially layered resonator, the transcendental equation governing
kz simply remains unchanged as Equation (2.5). But the transcendental equation
governing kρ will be complicated. We adopt the formulation for the radially multi-
layered circular waveguide to solve kρ which is proposed by Yeh [89]. The dispersion
equation of the two-layered waveguide shown in Figure 2.8 is obtained by setting
the following determinant of the 4 by 4 matrix A equal to zero
det(A) = 0 (2.11)
13
























Figure 2.6: Graphical solution of the simultaneous transcendental equations (Equa-
tion 2.10) for WGHn,1,0 mode of a axially two-layered disk resonator with a = 5mm,
b = 1mm, h = 4mm, εr = 14.8 and εr1 = 2.33.
A =

c1 (r1) 0 −M11 −M13
0 d1 (r1) −M21 −M23
e1 (r1) f1 (r1) −M31 −M33










2 (r) 0 0















s (r) 0 0 0
0 0 τ (r) 0
u (r) 0 v (r) 0
w (r) 0 χ (r) 0








J ′n(kρir) gi(r) = −
jk0εir
kρi




s (r) = Kn(αρr) τ (r) = ηKn(αρr) u (r) = −kznα2ρrKn(αρr)
v (r) = − jk0η
αρ
K ′n(αρr) w (r) =
jk0
αρ








































Figure 2.7: Analytical, numerical and measured result of resonance frequencies of
an axially double-layered disk resonator. Structure parameters are chosen to be
a = 5mm, b = 1mm, h = 4mm, εr = 14.8 and εr1 = 2.33.
while the expression for c′i~ h′i are simply the same as the unprimed ci~ hi but with
Bessel Jn (·) replaced by Bessel Yn (·).
It should be noted that when r2 = r1, the dispersion equation Equation (2.12) will
reduce to Equation (2.2). The two simultaneous transcendental equations governing







Having the above equation solved, we compare the results with the FEM results
with different azimuthal number n in Figure 2.9 where good agreements are shown.
2.3 Eigenmode Solver Using Finite Element Method
for Body of Revolution
In order to validate the analytical result, an efficient numerical solver based on finite
element method is implemented. Noticing that the structure in our analysis is axis-
symmetric or the so-called Body of Revolution, we adopt the formulation solving
just a cross-section of rather than the entire 3D revolutional structure [48, 49, 36].



















Figure 2.8: Radially double-layered disk resonator
introduced by Lee et al. [48] for calculating lower-order resonant modes . The









E = 0 (2.14)
where k20 = ω20ε0µ0 and
−→








∇ t + φ̂ ∂ρ∂φ . Due to the axis-
symmetry of the structure, the field components are periodic functions along φ
axis. To solve for WGMn,m,l modes, the fields will have e−jnφ dependency which
is hence suppressed in the formulation by substituting the relationship ∂
∂φ
→ −jn.
Therefore, the actual 3D problem (2.14) is reduced into a 2D problem.




E t + Eφφ̂ (2.15)
The formulation here is very similar to the mixed edge-nodal element formulation
for waveguide analysis in Cartesian coordinate [47]. Here, the tangential compo-
































Figure 2.9: Analytical and numerical result for resonance frequencies of an axially
double-layered disk resonator. Structure parameters are chosen to be r1 = 4mm,
r2 = 5mm, b = 3mm, εr1 = 2.33 and εr2 = 14.8.
−→






where Ne is the total number of edges in the triangular mesh of solution domain.
The factor j in (2.16) is introduced to balance the overall equation factor so that
this equation can be discretized into a matrix form with purely real entries.
A little modification should be added to the nodal basis function as compared to
that in cartesian coordinate [47]. Here, they have the factor 1
ρ
in the expansion








Further, assuming outer boundary conditions of the solution domain is either of

























dV = 0 (2.18)
Using Galerkin’s method, the testing function
−→
E w is chosen the same as the basis
function. By inserting (2.16) and (2.17) into (2.18) and neglecting the integration



























































dρdz = 0 (2.19)
The above equation can be evaluated on basis of a single triangular element and
its corresponding local matrix. The local matrices produced by all elements are
then assembled to the overall matrix to be solved [13]. In order to have a universal
expression of the local matrix elements, the location dependent ρ in the integration
should be got rid off. This is done by replacing ρ with ρc at the centroid of each
element as long as the mesh is dense enough. Finally, the local matrix can be























































































































where i, j, p, q = {1, 2, 3} are the matrix indices.
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Details of the evaluations of the matrix elements are given in Appendix B.
The local matrix entries are then assembled over the whole solution domain to













The above problem is solved with the structure and mesh in Figure 2.10. The
radius, thickness and material of the grounded resonator are a = 5mm, b = 1mm
and εr = 14.8, respectively. We set the azimuthal revolution number n = 10 to
assemble matrices S and M. The resonance frequency of the WGH10,1,0 mode










Figure 2.10: Solution mesh of the dielectric disk resonator (εr = 14.8) inside a




E t field plot of the WGH10,1,0 mode for the disk resonator (εr = 14.8)
shown in Figure 2.10.
2.4 Quality Factor Analysis
The quality factor of the resonator at the resonance frequency is of primary im-
portance to many application such as filter and dielectric characterization. The
DWM is not only good for estimating the resonance frequency but also predicting
the fields inside and outside the resonator except in those corner region, which is
similar to the limitation of Marcatili’s method [53]. If the mode fields are strongly
confined inside the resonator which is the case for WGMs, the fields in the corner
region (region 5 in Figure 2.12) can be neglected and set to zero. We will use a
method based on the DWM shown in the previous section and perturbation anal-
ysis to find an analytical expression for the quality factor of an axially two-layered
WGM resonator shown in Figure 2.5. The cross-section of the resonator is divided
into several region to express the field separately (Figure 2.12).
The quality factor calculation of the resonator is based the perturbation method
that is using the lossless field distribution to estimate the losses. The unloaded









where pei is the electric energy filling factor for region i, and it’s defined as pei = WeiWe ,
where We =
∑
i Wei is the total stored electric energy in the whole resonator. Qr
is the radiation quality factor accounting for the intrinsic radiation loss; Qc is the



















Pr is the radiation power and
−→
Ht is the tangential magnetic fields over the surface





In order to find Qu by (2.28), We, Pc and Pr are addressed sequentially in the
following subsections 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, respectively.
2.4.1 Stored Electric Energies
Region 1 Region 0
Region 2




Figure 2.12: Geometry and region divisions of a cross-section of axially double-
layered WGM resonator. The structure is rotationally symmetric along φ.







we need to know the electric field in each region except region 5 in Figure 2.12.




Ez1(ρ, φ, z) = An1Jn(kρ1ρ)e
jnφ cos (kz1z) = E
c
z1(ρ, φ) cos (kz1z)








= Ecρ1(ρ, φ) sin (kz1z)













Ez0(ρ, φ, z) = Cn1Kn(αρρ)e
jnφ cos (kz1z) = E
c
z0(ρ, φ) cos (kz1z)










= Ecρ0(ρ, φ) sin (kz1z)































































































Applying the boundary conditions that enforce the continuities of tangential electric
and magnetic fields on each interface normal to ρ̂, we can express Bni, Cni, and Dni
































u = kρ1a (2.40)
















Substituting Equations (2.37-2.42) and the recurrence relation in (A.1-A.4) into
Equations (2.32-2.35), we can rewrite the radial parts of electric fields as
23

Ecz1(ρ, φ) = An1Jn(kρ1ρ)e
jnφ
Ecρ1(ρ, φ) = − kz12kρ1 An1 [(1− sn)Jn−1(kρ1ρ)− (1 + sn)Jn+1(kρ1ρ)] e
jnφ
Ecφ1(ρ, φ) = −
jkz1
2kρ1
An1 [(1− sn)Jn−1(kρ1ρ) + (1 + sn)Jn+1(kρ1ρ)] ejnφ
(2.43)






Ecρ0(ρ, φ) = − kz12αρ
Jn(u)
Kn(v)
An [(1− sn)Kn−1(αρρ) + (1 + sn)Kn+1(αρρ)] ejnφ





An [(1− sn)Kn−1(αρρ)− (1 + sn)Kn+1(αρρ)] ejnφ
(2.44)

Ecz2(ρ, φ) = An2Jn(kρ1ρ)e
jnφ
Ecρ2(ρ, φ) = − αz22kρ1 An2 [(1− sn)Jn−1(kρ1ρ)− (1 + sn)Jn+1(kρ1ρ)] e
jnφ
Ecφ2(ρ, φ) = −
jαz2
2kρ1
An2 [(1− sn)Jn−1(kρ1ρ) + (1 + sn)Jn+1(kρ1ρ)] ejnφ
(2.45)

Ecz3(ρ, φ) = An3Jn(kρ1ρ)e
jnφ
Ecρ3(ρ, φ) = − αz32kρ1 An3 [(1− sn)Jn−1(kρ1ρ)− (1 + sn)Jn+1(kρ1ρ)] e
jnφ
Ecφ3(ρ, φ) = −
jαz3
2kρ1
An3 [(1− sn)Jn−1(kρ1ρ) + (1 + sn)Jn+1(kρ1ρ)] ejnφ
(2.46)
Similarly, applying the boundary conditions on each interface normal to ẑ , the
unknown An2, En2 and An3 can be related to An1
{
εr2An2 (1 + En2) = εr1An1 cos (kz1b)





































εr1αz2 − εr2kz1 tan (kz1b)


































































































































































(n ≥ 1) (2.55)
P̃J,n =
(





PK,n−1(1− sn)2 + PK,n+1(1 + sn)2
)
/2 (2.57)














































































































∣∣e−αz2(z−b) + En2eαz2(z−b)∣∣2 dz
+
(∣∣Ecρ2∣∣2 + ∣∣Ecφ2∣∣2) ∫ b+h
b




































































With the availability of We and dielectric loss tangent in each region, the first term
in Equation (2.28) is found.
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2.4.2 Evaluation of the Conduction Loss
Assuming the only existing metallic surface is the ground plane (plane z = 0), we
will find the H fields over the plane and substitute them into (2.31).
The magnetic fields H over the ground plane are:
In region #1























































Substituting (2.36), (2.38), (2.39), (2.71) and (2.72) into (2.69) and (2.70), we get
{
Hρ1(ρ, φ, z = 0) = − k0ε1r2kρ1η0 An1 [(1− sn1)Jn−1(kρ1ρ) + (1 + sn1)Jn+1(kρ1ρ)] e
jnφ










× [(1− sn0)Kn−1(kρ1ρ) + (1 + sn0)Kn+1(kρ1ρ)] ejnφ






× [(1− sn0)Kn−1(kρ1ρ)− (1 + sn0)Kn+1(kρ1ρ)] ejnφ
(2.74)
























































PK,n−1(1− sn0)2 + PK,n+1(1 + sn0)2
)
/2 (2.76)
Conduction quality factors of the WGHn,1,0 modes in a grounded single-layered disk
resonator are calculated and compared with results from HFSS eigenmode solver
in Figure 2.13. For this graph, the resonator parameters are a = 5mm, b = 1mm,
εr = 14.8 and the ground plate is made of copper (σ = 5.8 × 107S · m−1) . The
discrepancies between the two results are due to the inaccuracies in field intensities
predicted by the DWM.















HFSS Qc of WGHn,1,0 modes
Figure 2.13: Conduction quality factor Qc varying with n for a disk resonator
grounded by copper plate.
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2.4.3 Evaluation of the Radiation Loss
An open resonator, even though made of lossless material, will have complex reso-
nance frequencies. This is due to the intrinsic radiation loss of the open resonator.
To address this loss, equivalent volume polarization current is applied to find the
radiation power [27]. Equivalent volume polarization current is also widely used in
formulating volume integral equation for dielectric scattering problems [70], waveg-
uide bend loss [45], radiation quality factor of spherical WGM resonator [51] ,
and radiation of dielectric antennas [44, 84]. DWM gives a good estimation of
internal fields of WGHn,1,0 mode and hence the equivalent polarization current−→
J v = jωε0 (εr1 − 1)
−→
E (Figure 2.14). We will revisit and use this method to ana-






Figure 2.14: Illustration of Volume Current Method.
The magnetic vector potential in the far field is found by integration of equivalent
volume current source. Furthermore, applying the image method (for a grounded
disk) and paraxial approximation, we have
−→























′ sin θ0 cos (φ
′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′ (2.77)
where ~r0 = {r0, θ0, φ0} (spherical coordinate) is the far field observation point.
Here, we further approximate the equivalent volume current
−→
J v as jωε0 (εr1 − 1)
−→
E z




E ρ. The resulting mag-
netic vector potential will have only vector component long ẑ.
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−→















′ sin θ0 cos (φ
′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′











′) Jn (k0 sin θ0ρ
′) ρ′dρ′













′ sin θ0 cos (φ
′ − φ0)] dφ′











2 θ0 − k2ρ1
[
k0 sin θ0Jn(kρ1a)Jn+1(k0 sin θ0a)
−kρ1Jn+1(kρ1a)Jn(k0 sin θ0a)] (2.78)
Total radiation power is the integration of radiation intensities over a semi-sphere



































3 θ0dθ0 is carried out numerically.
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In Figure 2.16, the radiation quality factors with different n are calculated for a
sample resonator grounded with perfect electric conductor (PEC). The same set of
resonator parameters as those in Figure 2.13 are used. The results are also compared
with HFSS eigenmode results and Qr from the complex resonance frequencies of 2D
WGHn,1 modes in a cylinder with the same material and radius as the 3D resonator.
These resonance frequencies are complex roots of Equation (2.4) [69, 57, 29]. Q2Dr




Figure 2.15: Field magnitude plot of 2D WGH4,1 mode (f = 15.63 + j9.18 ×
10−4GHz) in cylinder with a radius a = 5mm and εr = 14.8.
where k0 is the complex resonance frequencies solved from the dispersion equation
(2.4). As an example shown in Figure 2.15, the complex resonance frequency of
2D WGH4,1 is solved to be f = 15.63 + j9.18 × 10−4GHz with Q2Dr = 850.9 by
Equation (2.79). Moreover, Figure 2.15 shows the leaky Ez fields are spiraling away
from the resonator and this is their leaky mechanism [57]. Although solved from
leaky resonator mode in 2D, Q2Dr are still comparable in scale with Qr estimated
from volume current method. Therefore, Q2Dr can be used as a quick reference
to estimate Qr. HFSS results show some discrepancies compared with the former
two data points. These discrepancies, which awaits further investigation, may be
caused by the insufficient meshes used in HFSS to capture the correct field behavior
especially with a large n.
32























Qr of WGHn,1,0 modes
Qr of 2D WGHn,1
modes
Figure 2.16: Radiation quality factor Qr varying with n for a disk resonator
grounded with PEC.
tan δ2 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001
Qd 255 2090 7473 10064
Qu 238 1319 2419 2638
Table 2.1: Quality factors of WGM10,1,0 mode in an axially double-layered resonator
with a = 5mm, b = 1mm, h = 4mm, εr = 14.8, tan δ1 = 0.0001 and εr1 = 2.33.
2.4.4 Results
In Table 2.1, the quality factors Qd owing to the dielectric loss and Qu are listed
for different loss tangents in region 2. The dielectric constant and loss tangent of
the material in Region 1 areεr = 14.8 and tan δ1 = 0.0001, respectively. These
are calculated for the WGM10,1,0 mode in an axially double-layered resonator with
a = 5mm, b = 1mm and h = 4mm as shown in Figure 2.10. In Region 2, the
dielectric constant εr1 is 2.33 and the loss tangent is tan δ2. The energy filling
factors which is calculated based on the lossless fields are
pe1 = 0.9553 pe2 = 0.0383
The radiation quality factor Qr is 4.76×1012 and the conduction loss quality factor
Qc is 3575.8 owing to the finite conductivity 5.8× 107S ·m−1 of the ground plane.
It is observed that at mmW range of frequencies, the dielectric loss is much larger
than the radiation loss in an isolated resonant.
33











Figure 2.17: Geometry of waveguide-disk coupling: (a) Perspective view; (b) Top
view; (c) A near critical-coupling field plot.
Coupled mode theory [51] is successfully applied to estimate the coupling between
a rectangular core dielectric waveguide and a WGM disk resonator (Figure 2.17).
In this context, WGM resonator can be viewed as curved waveguide with joint
ends. Mode WGMn,1,0 with phase variation e−jnφ can be considered as a traveling
wave with propagation constant n/Rn where Rn is the bent radius of the effective
waveguide. Therefore, the coupling is between the dielectric waveguide and effective
WGM waveguide. CMT assumes that the total field of the whole coupled system is
direct superposition of the fields of these two isolated waveguides. The calculation
needs to be done with the knowledge of normalized fields of isolated waveguides.
Field expressions of a stand-alone WGM disk resonator and a dielectric waveguide
are detailed in the following sections and each of them is normalized to carry unit
propagation power.
2.5.1 Fields of the Grounded Dielectric Disk Resonator
A cross-sectional graph of a disk resonator is illustrated in Figure 2.18. Similar to
the former section, fields in each region are listed below. Other than the E field,
H field expressions are also required for power normalization.
Fields in Region #1
34
Region 1 Region 0









Figure 2.18: Geometry and region divisions of a cross-section of grounded disk
WGM resonator. The structure is rotationally symmetric along φ.

Ez1(ρ, φ, z) = An1Jn(kρ1ρ)e
−jnφ cos (kz1z)



















Hz1(ρ, φ, z) = jBn1Jn(kρ1ρ)e
−jnφ sin (kz1z)






















Fields in Region #0




























































Fields in Region #2
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
Ez2(ρ, φ, z) = An2Jn(kρ1ρ)e
−jnφe−αz2(z−b)



















Hz2(ρ, φ, z) = −Bn2Jn(kρ2ρ)e−jnφe−αz2(z−b)

















































By solving the dispersion equation 2.10 for kz1 and resonant wave number k0, the
field expressions (2.80,2.81,2.82,2.83) are known. Variations of fields along axis ρ
are shown in Figure 2.19 where the field dependence along z is removed by dividing
them by sin(k1zz) or cos(k1zz), and H fields are scaled by η0 for a better view. A two
dimensional plot of the Ez fields over the resonator cross-section is shown in Figure
2.20. Discrepancies of fields can be observed by comparing the FEM simulation
and analytical result. The DWM overestimates the kz and underestimates kρ and
hence the resonator frequency. For the figure, the resonator parameters are chose
as: n = 10, a = 5mm, b = 1mm, εr1 = 14.8 and εr2 = 1. The fr calculated by
DWM for WGM10,1,0 of this resonator is 37.83GHz.
36





















Figure 2.19: Plot of E and H fields of WGH10,1,0 as a function of ρ across region
1 and 2. Resonator parameters are a = 5mm, b = 1mm, εr1 = 14.8 and εr2 = 1.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.20: Plot of Ez of WGH10,1,0 over the cross-section of the disk resonator: (a)
FEM-BOR simulation; (b) DWM. Resonator parameters are a = 5mm, b = 1mm,
εr1 = 14.8 and εr2 = 1.
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The power carried by the mode is evaluated by integrating the Poynting vector


























By setting An1 to 1 and integrating Sφ along z, Figure 2.21 plots values related to
parts of Sφ along ρ. The resonator parameters are chose as that in Figure 2.19. It
is clearly seen that in Sφ, the major part is 12EzH
∗






which is smaller but not negligible. This further demonstrates the hybrid mode




ρ in region 1 is
proportional to J2n(kρ1)/ρ which is confirmed in [5].










































Figure 2.21: Plot of WGH10,1,0 functions related to power flux integrated along z.

























Note that the value of second term in P1 is smaller than the value of the first term.

































































Power flow in Region 3 is neglected.
Therefore, A2n1 is normalized to make Pr = 1.






Region 1 Region 2
Region 3
ground
Figure 2.22: Geometry of the rectangular dielectric waveguide.
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We will assume |Ez|  |Ex| for the E11z mode in the rectangular image guide shown
in Figure 2.22. The field components and propagation constant of this mode are
calculated by Marcatili’s approximation [53, 61].
Hgx =

Ag cos (kgxx) cos (kgyy)
Ag cos (kgxag) cos (kgzz) e
−αgx(x−ag)






Hgx · · ·Region 1
ωµ0
βg
Hgx · · ·Region 2
ωµ0εrg
βg
Hgx · · ·Region 3
and the electric field is Egz ' ωµ0βg Hgx, and βg is the propagation constant of this
mode



















































Figure 2.24: Top view of a waveguide resonator coupled structure: definition of s
The mode coupling coefficient of a transverse cut (Figure 2.23) with the waveguide-






(εr1 − 1) ErzE∗gzds
The integration is done over the cross-sectional surface Sr inside the resonator. Erz
and Egz are fields of a stand-alone resonator and dielectric waveguide respectively.




(εr1 − 1) An1Ag cos (kgxag) e−αgx(s+a)KzrKxr (2.86)





sin ((kgz + kz1) b)
kgz + kz1
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After knowing the coupling strengths κ (s) over each cross-section of the structure,
the net coupling coefficient is calculated by performing an integration over the whole









4β is the difference of the propagation constants of traveling waves in the waveguide
and the resonator. The effective wave propagation constant of WGHn,1,0 in the









In the case when n is large, the radial field maxima of WGHn,1,0 is squeezed to the
boundary of the resonator, and Rn can be well approximated as a.
The coupling intensity is localized near the point A in Figure 2.24 where the spacing
s between the resonator and the waveguide is minimum. And κ (s) decays fast with
an increasing s. Resulting from this, κ (s) can be written as a function of κ (s0)
by approximating the circular curvature of resonator as parabolic around point A
(Figure 2.24). That is, the spacing s is written as
s = s0 + a−
√
a2 − y2




where a is the radius of the curvature of the resonator boundary.
Using this approximation, we have





Substituting Equation ( 2.89) into (2.87), we can obtain the net coupling coefficient
in closed form






















Figure 2.25 shows the calculated κ2 decaying exponential with respect to the in-
creasing distance of separation s0. The decaying constant is −2αgx. The external






The external quality factors are also extracted from HFSS and are compared with
CMT results in Figure 2.27. A good agreement is observed. In HFSS simulations,





where Qu is the unloaded quality factor of an isolated resonator calculated in pre-
vious sections, and Qt is the total quality factor calculated from the transmission
response of the two-port system as shown in Figure 2.28 [35]. The critical coupling
(zero transmission to the output at resonance) of the resonator-waveguide coupling
system occurs when
Qe = Qu = 2Qt (2.93)
which means the external coupling loss equals to the internal loss of the resonator
[23, 35, 15].
























Figure 2.25: Plot of κ2 of WGM10,1,0 as a function of WG-Resonator separation
s0. The geometry and material parameters are ag = 0.5mm, bg = 2mm, εrg = 9.8,
a = 5mm, b = 1mm, εr1 = 14.8 and εr2 = 1. The resulting curve from CMT is
exponentially decaying with constant −2αgx which is evident from Equation (2.86).
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Figure 2.26: Plot of Qe of WGH9,1,0 as a function of the separation s0. The same
configuration as that in Figure 2.25 is investigated.




















Figure 2.27: Plot of Qe of WGH8,1,0 as a function of the separation s0. The same
configuration as that in Figure 2.25 is investigated.
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Figure 2.28: Simulated transmission responses of WGH8,1,0 coupling with Ez11 mode
in a image guide. The same configuration as that in Figure 2.25 is investigated.
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Chapter 3
Tapered Dielectric Rod Antenna
Analysis and Design
3.1 Introduction
Dielectric rod antennas, the end-fired surface-wave antennas, have been known
for a long time [58, 71, 91, 72]. They radiate by converting guided waves into
free space propagating waves. These rod antennas can have different shapes and
feeding schemes. The most popular cross-sections of the dielectric rod antennas are
rectangular [73, 40] and circular [85, 38, 76, 2, 33, 19]. Also, rods with a variety of
tip profiles have been designed such as the original uniform rod [76, 3], the most
popular tapered rod [40] and many other profiles [38]. Furthermore, a number of
transitions have been proposed to excite the rod antenna. These excitations can be
a monopole probe [71], metallic waveguides [85], horns [80], an active diode [87],
conical dipoles [11], tapered slot lines [68, 20, 30], microstrip lines [78], microstrip
fed quasi-yagi slots [86], coplanar waveguides [63], ring slots [26] and patch antennas
[33].
Despite the widely use of rod antennas, the existing theoretical design guidelines
are oversimplified [91, 72]. Instead, a number of rigorous numerical methods, such
as FDTD [16, 3, 2], integral equation based method [38, 10], and FEM [22], have
been applied to investigate the radiation characteristics of dielectric rod antenna.
Although these methods are accurate, they are computationally complicated and
offer little further thoughts about underlying working mechanism. In order to avoid
these computationally complexities of numerical methods, analytical methods using
local mode theory have been applied to analyze the tapered dielectric wedge [84]
and tapered rod antenna [60]. However, the result in [84] is only in two-dimension,
and the analysis in [60] is not in detail. In addition, both of the former two papers
only investigated the sharp-ended tapered profile which is usually not optimal for a









Figure 3.1: Cross-section of a circular waveguide with a radius a
chapter a Local Mode-Volume Current Method (LM-VCM) for tapered circular rod
antenna excited by HE11 mode. Launching mechanism of this mode [85] is not the
focus in this analysis and we assume a purely guided HE11 mode is supplied at
the input of the rod. We will start from the field expressions of the HE11 mode in
circular waveguide in the next section.
The surface-wave antenna gain as an increasing function of rod length has been
given by Zucker et al. [91]. This increasing tendency is evidenced by our LM-
VCM results. For a tapered rod antenna with a fixed length and input geometry,
there exists an optimal tapered profile to achieve the maximally attainable gain.
Empirical formulas for maximal gain varying with rod lengths are also provided
in [91]. Different tapered rod antenna linear and curvilinear taper profiles are
simulated by FDTD method in [2]. The authors show that a curvilinearly tapered
rod antenna could achieve a higher gain than that with a linear taper. LM-VCM is
applied to confirm these results. Dielectric rod antenna can be used not only as a
high gain single radiator itself, but also as a feed to the reflector and lens antenna
[67, 74]. To locate the feed point in the system, an analysis on the effective phase
center of the tapered rod are presented in the last section of this Chapter.
3.2 Analysis of the Circular Waveguide
For a circular waveguide without longitudinal discontinuities, a discrete spectrum
of guided modes and a continuous spectrum of radiation modes are supported.
The fundamental mode is called HE11 mode, also known as the dipole mode. We































where εr is the relative permittivity of waveguide core, u = kρ1a and v = αρ0a.






k2z − k20 (3.2)
In these definitions, kz is the waveguide propagation constant in axial direction, k0
is the free space wave number.
Jn (·) and Kn (·) are the n-th order Bessel function of the first kind and modified
Bessel function of the second kind, respectively. J ′n (·), K ′n (·) are the derivatives of
Bessel functions with respect to the argument. Their recurrence relationships are
(A.2,A.4)
J ′n (z) =
1
2
[Jn−1 (z)− Jn+1 (z)]
K ′n (z) =
1
2
[Kn−1 (z) + Kn+1 (z)] (3.3)
The HE11 mode is degenerate (e.g. HEx11 and HE
y
11) due to the circular symmetry.
For the mode HEy11 with dominant field components Ey and Hx, the field expres-
sions are [61]
for ρ ≤ a (core region)
Ex (ρ, φ) = −j
Akz
2kρ1
(1 + s) J2 (kρ1ρ) sin (2φ)
Ey (ρ, φ) = j
Akz
2kρ1
[(1− s) J0 (kρ1ρ) + (1 + s) J2 (kρ1ρ) cos (2φ)] (3.4)
Ez (ρ, φ) = −AJ1 (kρ1ρ) sin (φ)
Hx (ρ, φ) = −j
Aωε0εr
2kρ1
[(1− s1) J0 (kρ1ρ) + (1 + s1) J2 (kρ1ρ) cos (2φ)]
Hy (ρ, φ) = −j
Aωε0εr
2kρ1
(1 + s1) J2 (kρ1ρ) sin (2φ) (3.5)
Hz (ρ, φ) = −
Akzs
ωµ0
J1 (kρ1ρ) cos (φ)
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for ρ > a (cladding region)
Ex (ρ, φ) = j
AkzJ1 (u)
2αρ0K1 (v)
(1 + s) K2 (αρ0ρ) sin (2φ)
Ey (ρ, φ) = j
AkzJ1 (u)
2αρ0K1 (v)
[(1− s) K0 (αρ0ρ)− (1 + s) K2 (αρ0ρ) cos (2φ)] (3.6)
Ez (ρ, φ) = −A
J1 (u)
K1 (v)
K1 (αρ0ρ) sin (φ)





[(1− s0) K0 (αρ0ρ)− (1 + s0) K2 (αρ0ρ) cos (2φ)]





(1 + s0) K2 (αρ0ρ) sin (2φ) (3.7)





K1 (αρ0ρ) cos (φ)























Electric fields pattern from Equation (3.4) and (3.6) is plotted in Figure 3.2 with
a = 1mm, εr = 9.8 (Alumina) at 33GHz. It is indicated in the figure that the
electric fields in the core region are almost linearly polarized in y direction.
3.3 Local HE11 Mode along the Tapered Rod
Generally, when the medium is changing its characteristic in the direction of prop-
agation, the pure guided modes in a uniform system no longer exist. However, with
the slowly varying transverse properties in the tapered rod, local mode theory is
a good approximation for rigorous solution of propagating wave along the taper
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Figure 3.2: Electric field for HEy11mode in circular dielectric waveguide with a =



















Figure 3.4: Simulated fields of a tapered circular rod exited by HEy11 mode. The
rod parameters are: f = 33GHz, εr = 9.8, L = 50mm, amax = 1mm and amin =
0.75mm.
[84, 60]. Local mode theory for a taper waveguide simply assumes that: first, the
fields over a local transverse plane of the taper will behave as the guided modes
in a uniform infinite waveguide which has the same local transverse structures as
the taper waveguide; Secondly, the guided mode conversions are adiabatic and no
radiation loss along the taper. That is, the fields on any transverse plane (z = z0)
of the tapered waveguide will behave locally with a mode property of the infinite
circular waveguide with the same radius a(z0). 2D field plots in two cutting planes
of a rod antenna with amin = 0.75mm are shown in Figure 3.4. In this plot, travel-
ing wave-tails are bent gradually away from the core of the rod, while fields behave
as locally guided mode fields near and inside the rod surface.
In this analysis, the radius amax at the input of the tapered rod will be chosen to
support only the fundamental HE11 mode above cutoff at the operating frequency.
Consequently, under the local mode approximation, electric fields in a transverse
cut of the tapered waveguide are similar to those in Equation (3.4) but they are
updated with the local radius a(z).
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Ex (ρ, φ, z) = −j
Akz
2kρ1
(1 + s) J2 (kρ1ρ) sin (2φ)
Ey (ρ, φ, z) = j
Akz
2kρ1
[(1− s) J0 (kρ1ρ) + (1 + s) J2 (kρ1ρ) cos (2φ)] (3.9)
Ez (ρ, φ, z) = −AJ1 (kρ1ρ) sin (φ)
Note that A, kz, kρ1, s, u and v in Equation (3.9) are variables depending on the lo-
cal radius a(z) of tapered waveguide. z is suppressed in the expression for simplicity.
kz(z) can be solved from the dispersion equation (3.1) with local dimensions.
The other important assumption in the local mode theory mentioned is that the
power guided along the tapered waveguide is adiabatic, which means there is no
conversion of power into radiation except at the very end of taper. Additionally, we
assume the input power launched into the waveguide is 1W and hence the power
flowing through any transverse plane of the tapered waveguide is also 1W. Then the
coefficient A(z) in the field expression (3.9) can be normalized to have unit power
carried by HE11 mode. It is shown as






















































































Figure 3.5: Re(Ey) and Re(Ez) for a 50mm long tapered alumina rod with amax =
1mm, amin = 0.5mm at 33GHz. These are sampled along a line parametrized as{
ρ(z) = a(z)
2




From equation (3.10,3.12,3.13), A(z) can be normalized



















is the term accounting for the phase delay accumulated
along the tapered waveguide.
Closed form expression for integration in Equations (3.12) and (3.13) can be eval-
uated using integral identities (A.7) and (A.8) in the Appendix. A(z) in Equation
(3.32) is then evaluated and substituted back into (3.9) to find the normalized
fields. These normalized fields are then sampled along some rods and compared
with HFSS [6] simulation results in Figure 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. Good agreements are
observed between the field values obtained from LM and HFSS simulation except
small discrepancies near the end of rods. Therefore, the adiabatic local mode (LM)
approximation is validated.
Further from the former results, local mode theory tells that kz(z) of the traveling
wave along the taper is solely determined by the local parameter a(z) in Equation
(3.1) . As will be explain below, this kz(z) can be an important parameter for
designing the tapered rod. Figure 3.8 shows propagation constants of HE11 mode
solved from Equation (3.1) varying with rod radius from 1mm to 0.5mm. It shows
that the value of the propagation constant kz at a = 0.75mm is actually very close
to the k0 , which means the wave with this kz will has a good match to the fast
53




































Figure 3.6: Complex Ey for a 50mm long tapered alumina rod with amax = 1mm,
amin = 0.5mm at 33GHz. These are sampled along a line parametrized as{













































; φ(z) = π
4
}
. The simulation is done on a tapered
alumina rod with L = 50mm, amax = 1mm and amin = 0.75mm at 33GHz.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized propagation constant of HE11 mode varying with a radius
a of the rod (εr = 9.8).
wave in free space. An important observation drawn from this is that to have an
onset of radiation, the radius amin at the tip of taper do not necessarily decrease to
zero or even 0.5mm in this example. For a rod with amin = 0.75mm, the reflection
at the tip coupling waves back into the rod can be neglected as it is also evident
from Figure 3.4. From a circuit theory point of view, the tapered dielectric rod can
essentially be considered as an impedance transformer between the uniform feeding
waveguide and the free space. The ending radius amin = 0.75mm is good enough
to match the free space impedance. Providing a good match at the end of the rod,
intuitively a blunt-end rod antenna will have a higher gain than a sharp-end rod
antenna since the former allows the tapered radius decrease more gradually over a
limited taper length. This slow variation is believed to help broaden the equi-phase
region over terminal aperture at the tip of the rod antenna. The larger the equi-
phase region is, the larger the antenna gain is [2]. It is therefore raising a question
about what optimal designs of amin and taper profile for a certain L and amax can
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Figure 3.9: Volume current and surface current equivalence for circular rod antenna
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3.4 Scattering Approach for the Radiation Pattern
of a Tapered Rod
3.4.1 Local Mode-Volume Current Formulation
By considering the wave in the uniform feeding waveguide as the incident wave, the
problem can be regarded as a scattering problem [10, 60, 84]. Figure 3.9 demon-
strate the equivalent formulation of the problem. Figure 3.9.(2) and 3.9.(3) show
the scattering problem equivalent to the original problem in 3.9.(1). Figure 3.9.(2)
shows that tapered dielectric rod section is shined on by an incident wave
−→
E inc
radiated by equivalent surface currents over the feeding aperture at z = 0. Mean-
while, this material inhomogeneity formed by the dielectric tapered rod will scatter





also be interpreted as the field radiated from the antenna feeding aperture, while−→
E s is the terminal field contributed by the tapered antenna section itself. The total








E inc is produced by equivalent surface magnetic current
−→
M s and electric current−→
J s as shown in Figure 3.9. Following the volume current equivalence principle [27]
which is often seen in the integral equation formulation,
−→
E s is produced by volume
polarization current
−→





































R = |−→r 0 −−→r ′| =
√
ρ20 + ρ
′2 − 2ρ0ρ′ cos (φ0 − φ′) + (z′ − z0)2
−→
J v(
−→r ′) = jωε0 (εr(−→r ′)− 1)
−→
E (−→r ′) (3.18)
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Here −→r 0 = [ρ0, φ0, z0] = [r0, φ0, θ0] and
−→
r′ = [ρ, φ, z] are the observation point and
source point, respectively. Rigorously speaking, the field component
−→
E in expres-
sion of polarization current
−→
J v = jωε0 (εr − 1)
−→
E is the exact total field inside the
core region of the circular rod, and expression (3.16) is generally substituted back
into (3.15) to solve for
−→
E as an electric field integral equation (EFIE). However, we
have demonstrated in the last section that the local mode approximation gives a
very good estimation of the total field
−→
E in the core region of the taper. Therefore,
the rigorous
−→
E in (3.18) can be approximated by local mode fields in expression
(3.9). As a result, a simple analytical formulation is obtained without resorting to
the complex numerical solution of the integral equation (3.15) .
3.4.2 Evaluation of the Scattered Fields Radiated by the Vol-
ume Current
Antenna far field analysis is performed in this subsection to obtain the expression
for field
−→




































With the far field magnetic potential
−→
A s , the scattering electric field expression
are derived as
Esθ(
−→r 0) = −jωAsθ(−→r 0)
= −jω [Asx(−→r 0) cos (θ0) cos (φ0) +
Asy(





−→r 0) = −jωAsφ(−→r 0) = −jω
[
−Asx(−→r 0) sin (φ0) + Asy(−→r 0) cos (φ0)
]
(3.21)
In the following analysis, field expressions (3.9) are plugged into the integral of
magnetic potential and the integrations are performed. Each of x, y, and z vector
components of
−→
A s is evaluated separately. Although the expressions seem compli-
cated, but all the sub-integrals can be obtained in closed form except the integration
along z which will be discretized into a summation. Starting with the dominant
component Asy(
−→r 0), we have
Asy(




















[(1− s) J0 (kρ1ρ′) + (1 + s) J2 (kρ1ρ′) cos (2φ′)]
exp [jk0 sin θ
′
0ρ
′ cos (φ′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′ (3.23)
. Using the integral representation of Bessel function (A.5) and (A.6), we have
∫ 2π
0
exp [jk0 sin θ
′
0ρ
′ cos (φ′ − φ0)] dφ′ = 2πJ0(k0 sin θ′0ρ′) (3.24)
∫ 2π
0
cos (2φ′) exp [jk0 sin θ
′
0ρ
′ cos (φ′ − φ0)] dφ′






[(1− s) J0 (kρ1ρ′) J0(k0 sin θ′0ρ′)
− (1 + s) J2 (kρ1ρ′) J2(k0 sin θ′0ρ′) cos (2φ0)] ρ′dρ′ (3.25)
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The two integration involving Bessel functions in the former expression can also be














−kρ1Jn+1(kρ1a (z′))Jn(k0 sin θ′0a (z′))] (3.26)
Substituting (3.26), (3.25) back into (3.22), we have
Asy(











[(1− s) IJ0(z′)− (1 + s) cos (2φ0) IJ2(z′)] dz′ (3.27)
Following a similar approach, Asx(






















(1 + s) J2 (kρ1ρ
′) sin (2φ′)
exp [jk0 sin θ
′
0ρ
′ cos (φ′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′ (3.29)
The integration inside Ix(z′) can be evaluated using (A.6)
∫ 2π
0
sin (2φ′) exp [jk0 sin θ
′
0ρ
′ cos (φ′ − φ0)] dφ′
= −2π sin (2φ0) J2 (k0 sin θ′0ρ′) (3.30)
Substituting (3.30) and (3.26) into (3.28), we get
Asx(
−→r 0) = −
ωε0µ0
4











Similarly, we obtain Asz(
−→r 0) as
Asz(





















exp [jk0 sin θ
′
0ρ
′ cos (φ′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′ (3.33)
Again, the integration inside Iz(z′) can be evaluated as
∫ 2π
0
sin (φ′) exp [jk0 sin θ
′
0ρ
′ cos (φ′ − φ0)] dφ′


















Because the integration along z in Asx(
−→r 0), Asy(−→r 0) and Asz(−→r 0) cannot be obtained
in closed form, the tapered rod with a length L is chopped into N small segments
and each segment can be approximated by a uniform waveguide with a length
4z = L/N and radius an where n = 1, 2, · · · , N . In this fashion, the integration
along z becomes a summation of N terms. Each term involves solving HE11 mode
dispersion equation (3.1) and evaluation of sub-integral along ρ and φ. Finally,
scattered electric far field can be obtained from (3.20) and (3.21).
3.4.3 Evaluation of the Incident Fields Radiated by the Sur-
face Currents
In this subsection, far field expressions for
−→















J s = ẑ ×
−→
H 0 (3.37)




H 0 are approximated by the local mode fields in (3.4)
and (3.6) which are calculated from a uniform circular waveguide with a radius a0.
It should be noted that reflected fields at z = 0 are assumed to be negligible due
to the slow taper and hence only forward propagating field expressions are plugged
into (3.36) and (3.37).
−→




M s in the far field region is:
Eincθ = −jωAθ − jωη0Fφ Eincφ = −jωAφ + jωη0Fθ (3.38)
−→










′, φ′) exp [jk0ρ
′ sin (θ0) cos (φ
′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′
(3.39)
−→










′, φ′) exp [jk0ρ
′ sin (θ0) cos (φ
′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′
(3.40)











′, φ′) exp [jk0ρ
′ sin (θ0) cos (φ
′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′(3.41)
Fy (









′, φ′) exp [jk0ρ
′ sin (θ0) cos (φ
′ − φ0)] ρ′dρ′dφ′
(3.42)
Ax (









′, φ′) exp [jk0ρ
′ sin (θ0) cos (φ












′, φ′) exp [jk0ρ
′ sin (θ0) cos (φ




F (−→r 0) is broken down into the core and cladding parts to be evaluated separately.
Evaluations of the above integrals in the core region has already been presented in
the previous section. The integration in the cladding region is similar:
Fxcore (




[(1− s) IJ0 − (1 + s) cos (2φ0) IJ2]
Fycore (




(1 + s) sin (2φ0) IJ2
Fxclad (




[(1− s) IK0 + (1 + s) cos (2φ0) IK2]
Fyclad (




(1 + s) sin (2φ0) IK2
Axcore (




(1 + s1) sin (2φ0) IJ2
Aycore (




[(1− s1) IJ0 − (1 + s1) cos (2φ0) IJ2]
Axclad (




(1 + s0) sin (2φ0) IK2
Ayclad (




[(1− s0) IK0 + (1 + s0) cos (2φ0) IK2]









2 θ0 − α2ρ0
[
k0 sin θ0Kn(αρ0a0)Jn+1(k0 sin θ0a0)





































−→r 0) = Axcore + Axclad Ay (−→r 0) = Aycore + Ayclad
3.4.4 The Total Radiation Fields and Their Properties
As shown in (3.15), the total radiation field is the superposition of incident field
from the feeding aperture and scattered field from the tapered rod








The radiation intensity U (θ0, φ0) and directivity pattern F (θ0, φ0) are











It is shown in Figure 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12, our local mode-volume current method
(LM-VCM) gives a good estimation of the radiation pattern especially for small
θ0, as compared to the simulation results from HFSS. The half power beamwidths
are predicted quite accurately. The directivity of the tapered rod antenna can be
estimate using a simple formula [8]
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φ = 0 HFSS
φ = π/2 HFSS
φ = 0 LM−VCM
φ = π/2 LM−VCM
Figure 3.10: Radiation pattern for a 50mm long tapered alumina rod with amax =
1mm, amin = 0.75mm at 33GHz. The half power bandwidths from LM-VCM are
Θ1 = Θ2 = 29.4





Θ1 and Θ2 are half power beamwidths in the cutting plane with φ0 = 0 and φ0 = π2 ,
respectively. The graph reveals that Θ1 ' Θ2 for all the cases since E field and H
field intensity profiles are almost the same in the core region for HE11 mode [91].
It can be observed from Figure 3.13 and 3.14 that the rod with amin = 0.75mm
has a higher gain since it has a smaller beamwidth and a lower side-lobe level . It
should be noted that although the local mode approximation might not be valid
when amin → amax since the reflection at the dielectric-air interface can no longer
be negligible, still the tendency in Figure 3.13 helps designers to identify a higher
gain configuration.
It is well-known that a longer taper enabling a more gradually-varying profile leads
to a higher antenna gain and smaller main-lobe beamwidth [91]. Figure 3.15 and
3.16 demonstrate the gain enhancement of a tapered rod antenna varies with an
increasing antenna length. It reveals that the directivity increases and the half
power bandwidth shrinks as taper length increases. The half power bandwidths are
compared with Zucker’s approximate beamwidth formula [91] for the optimal gain
65































φ =0  HFSS
φ = π/2 HFSS
φ = π/2 LM−VCM
φ = 0 LM−VCM
Figure 3.11: Radiation pattern for a 50mm long tapered alumina rod with amax =
1mm, amin = 0.5mm at 33GHz. The half power bandwidths from LM-VCM are
Θ1 = Θ2 = 36.6
◦ and D ' 14.87dB. The simulated directivity from HFSS is
15.17dB.


























φ =π/2  HFSS
φ =0  HFSS
φ = π/2 LM−VCM
φ = 0 LM−VCM
Figure 3.12: Radiation pattern for a 50mm long tapered alumina rod with amax =
1mm, amin = 0.1mm at 33GHz. The half power bandwidths from LM-VCM are
Θ1 = Θ2 = 41.6
◦ and D ' 13.77dB. The simulated directivity from HFSS is
13.49dB.
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Radiation Pattern for 5cm long rod with a
max

















Figure 3.13: Radiation pattern with φ = 0◦ for a 50mm long tapered alumina rod
with amax = 1mm and different amin at 33GHz.























Radiation Pattern for 5cm long rod with a
max




















Figure 3.14: Radiation pattern with φ = 0◦ for a 50mm long tapered alumina rod
with amax = 1mm and different amin at 33GHz.
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Figure 3.15: Radiation pattern with φ = 0◦ for tapered alumina rods with amax =
1mm and amin = 0.75mm at 33GHz with different length to free space wavelength
ratio .


































Figure 3.16: Half power beamwidths of tapered alumina rods with amax = 1mm
and amin = 0.75mm at 33GHz with different length to wavelength ratio .
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where l is the antenna taper length, λ is the wavelength of operation.
Although a linearly tapered rod with amax = 1mm and amin = 0.75mm is not an
optimal design for all antenna lengths, it shows the tendency of decreasing band-
widths with an increasing tapered length in Figure 3.16. Other than linear taper,
curvilinear taper profile should be considered to achieve the near optimal directivity
for a specific length. The superposition and interaction of the two complex fields
emanated from the feed aperture (surface current source) and the dielectric rod
itself (volume current source) should be further investigate to fully understand the
radiation characteristic.
3.4.4.2 Comparison of Linearly and Curvilinearly Tapered Rod Profile
Figure 3.16 in the previous sub-section shows the beamwidths achieved by linearly
tapered rods are not optimal yet. It is of practical importance to provide guidelines
and methods to design a maximal gain tapered rod antenna. With the availability
of the present analytical method, we are able to select and optimize the taper
profile to meet such a requirement. In order to discriminate the effectiveness of
taper profile, we fix the value of amin and amax, and interpolate the local radius
in between the feed and the tip. Following the interpolation formula suggested by
Ando et al. [2], the equation governing the taper profile is chosen be to





The parameter n is used to control the curvature of the taper. Obviously, curve with
n = 1 is linear, while curves with n > 1 are concavely-curvilinear and curves with
0 < n < 1 are convexly-curvilinear (Figure 3.17). For a larger n value, the local
radius approaches to amin faster along z. It is expected the convexly-curvilinear
tapered rod will have a less gain than the rod with a linear profile. As we can see
from Figure 3.17(c) that this taper type effectively extends uniform section and
shortens the taper length L. The reduction in effective taper length will decrease
the gain. Whitman et al. [84] also confirmed convexly-curvilinear tapered wedge
antennas has small gains compared to that with a linear taper.
We adopt same test cases presented by Ando et al. [2] by having a 20λ long Teflon
(εr = 2) tapered rod with amax = 0.32λ and amin = 0.16λ test with linear (n = 1)
and curvilinear (n = 3, 1/3) profiles. The resulting patterns are shown in Figure












Figure 3.17: Different taper profiles of circular rod antenna: (a) Linear taper; (b)
Concavely-curvilinear taper; (c) Convexly-curvilinear taper.
half-power beamwidth drops from 18.22◦ to 14.52◦, which is almost the same as the
result presented in the original paper. The figure also confirms the ineffectiveness
of convex-curvilinear profile. From now on, the term curvilinear taper refers to the
concave-curvilinear case for simplicity. Figure 3.19 plots the half power beamwidth
of a curvilinearly tapered rod antenna compared with the linearly tapered rod case
and the optimal gain beamwidth given by Zucker (3.51). Similar tendencies and
the beamwidth improvements are observed for curvilinear taper case.
3.4.4.3 Phase Center Analysis
Dielectric rod antennas possesses the characteristic of high efficiencies and low side-
lobe levels . They can be further integrated into the lens-antenna shown in Figure
3.20 to increase the antenna directivity [74]. In these applications, the feed antenna
is usually considered as a source radiating spherical waves from its effective phase
center. This effective phase center is aligned at the focal point of the reflector or
the lens [74, 66, 67]. Thus, we need to estimate the effective phase center of the
out-going wave from the dielectric rod antenna if it is used as a feed.
It is shown in Figure 3.21 and 3.22 that the calculated field magnitudes and phases
from LM-VCM agree well with simulated results from HFSS over the aperture
10mm away from the tip of the 50mm tapered rod antenna. Therefore, assuming
spherical wavefront over the aperture as shown by Equation (3.53) , the phase
center of the out going wave can be obtained by curve-fitting the analytical result
in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.18: Radiation pattern of a 20λ long Teflon (εr = 2) tapered rod with
amax = 0.32λ and amin = 0.16λwith different tapered profile: n = 1 and n = 3.
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Figure 3.19: Half power beamwidth of tapered alumina rods with amax = 1mm and
amin = 0.75mm at 33GHz with different length to wavelength ratio .
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φ(x) = φ0 − k0
(√
x2 + (z − z0)2 − z + z0
)
(3.53)
where k0 is the free space wave number, z0 is the location of the phase center and φ0







Figure 3.20: Effective phase center of dielectric rod-lens antenna configuration
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Figure 3.21: Calculated and simulated Ey field along the line x=[-20mm:20mm],
y=0, z=60mm for a 50mm long tapered rod antenna with amax = 1mm, amin =
0.75mm: (a) Magnitude; (b) Phase
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Figure 3.22: Calculated and simulated Ey field along the line y=[-20mm:20mm],
x=0, z=60mm for a 50mm long tapered rod antenna with amax = 1mm, amin =
0.75mm: (a) Magnitude; (b) Phase
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of calculated phase of Ey field from Equation (3.53) and
LM-VCM along the line x=[-20mm:20mm], y=0, z=60mm for a 50mm long tapered
rod antenna with amax = 1mm, amin = 0.75mm
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Works
In this thesis, we have discussed analytical methods for axis-symmetric structure
like disk resonators and dielectric rod antenna. We have shown that the DWM
based method for WGM resonance frequencies has good agreements with numerical
and experimental results. A quality factor analysis and a resonator-waveguide
coupling analysis have also been presented for WGM resonator design. We have
demonstrated the LM-VCM is useful in predicting the radiation pattern of slowly
tapered circular dielectric rod antenna.
Some of the future works can be
• Perturbation correction [37] of the WGM resonance frequency calculated by
DWM method
• Sensitivity analysis of the waveguide coupled WGM resonator sensor
• MMW receiver using WGM microdisk
• Concentrically coupled ring resonators analyzed by DWM
• CMT applied to the laterally coupled disk resonator
• New feeding structure for the dielectric rod antenna : coplanar slots and
slotted rectangular waveguide
• Radiation from tapered rectangular waveguide
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Basis Functions and Local Matrices







Figure B.1: Local numbering of nodes and edges in a triangle element (Note that
edges direct from lower-numbered nodes to higher-numbered nodes)
The local numbering of edges and nodes are shown in figure B.1. The 1st-order
edge basis functions are expressed in terms of 1st-order nodal basis function
−→
N e1 = ϕ
e
1 · ∇ϕe2 − ϕe2 · ∇ϕe1
−→
N e2 = ϕ
e
1 · ∇ϕe3 − ϕe3 · ∇ϕe1
−→
N e3 = ϕ
e
2 · ∇ϕe3 − ϕe3 · ∇ϕe2 (B.1)
ϕei are 1st-order nodal basis function which is linear interpolating functions on a























 +2 −2 +2−2 +2 −2
+2 −2 +2
 J = ẑ·(−→l e1 ×−→l e2)
−→
l ei is the vector with magnitude equals the length of edge i and direction shown
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−→∇ tϕe2 · −→∇ tϕe2
 +1 −1 +0−1 +1 +0
+0 +0 +0
 +−→∇ tϕe2 · −→∇ tϕe3








 +1 +0 −1+0 +0 +0
−1 +0 +1

From the above expression, it is easily observed that only ∇tϕe2,∇ϕe3, and J are
varying for different elements and we need only calculating these local values while
implementing a numerical procedure.
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